Surface melting of superheated crystals. Atomistic simulation study
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Abstract
Melting front velocity dependencies on temperature are calculated using the molecular-dynamics method for the
EAM models of Al and Fe as well as for the Lennard-Jones system. Different surface orientations are considered. It
is shown that the Broughton-Gilmer-Jackson theory of the collision-limited growth can describe the results obtained.
The isochoric bulk solid melting and decay under ultrafast heating is simulated for mono- and polycrystalline models.
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1. Introduction
Melting mechanisms and kinetics is a longstanding topic of interest for atomistic simulation.
Since the pioneering work of Broughton and Woodcock [1] where the premelting effects on the (100)
Lennard-Jones crystal surface were studied, the
theory of equilibrium surface properties near the
bulk melting point has been well established (e.g.,
see the review [3]). In a number of works the kinetics of the crystal-liquid transition was studied
primarily with regard to the solidification kinetics
(e.g., [6,2,4] and references therein). Less attention
was addressed to the melting kinetics itself: e.g. in
[5] the velocity of the melting front propagation
was calculated at different temperatures, and the
similarity between the open surface melting and the
grain boundary melting was shown.
A relatively larger attention to the solidification
kinetics is caused by its obvious technological importance for crystal growth applications [7]. At the
same time the atomistic-level melting kinetics and
the solid superheating effects are usually considered
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to be negligible for the experiments where melting
takes place. Local melting propagates from the open
surfaces, grain boundaries and defects of the crystal
structure. Taking into account the polycrystalline
structure of usual solids it is accepted that the local melting of the substance takes place as soon as
the local temperature equals the equilibrium melting temperature.
However under conditions of recent experiments
connected with ultrafast high energy deposition at
the nanosecond time scale (electrical explosions of
wires, laser heating, shock waves) it is expected that
the superheated solid phase could be one of the transient states during the solid phase evolution [9] and
the melting kinetics is to be taken into account.
In section 2 of the paper we descibe the results
on melting front velocity dependencies on temperature for the Lennard-Jones (LJ) solid and Al and Fe
modeled by EAM potentials and make some general
conclusions on the melting kinetics mechanisms. In
section 3 we compare the results of the atomistic
simulation of the isochoric bulk solid melting and decay under ultrafast heating for monocrystalline and
polycrystalline solids. We use these results in order
to illustrate the possibility of solid superheating under special conditions.
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2. Melting front propagation kinetics
For molecular dynamics simulation of the melting front propagation from the free surface of a superheated crystal we use simulation boxes that are
elongated in the z direction and have square crosssection in the x-y plane. Initially the simulation box
is filled by atoms on the crystal lattice with the specific orientations (100), (110) or (111). At each temperature the lattice constant value is chosen from the
zero stress condition. In order to prepare the initial
configuration the crystal lattice in the simulation
box is equilibrated in 3D periodic boundary conditions. The given value of temperature T > Tm (Tm –
the equilibrium melting temperature) is maintained
in the whole system by the Langevin thermostat. After equilibration a rectangular layer of the lattice is
cut away. The width of the removed piece is slightly
larger than two potential cut-off radii, therefore the
system remains effectively in the 2D periodic boundary conditions with 2 free surfaces in the z direction. As soon as two free surfaces have been formed
in the system the melting front propagation starts.
The degree of the crystal-to-liquid phase transformation during the melting front propagation from
the open surface to the bulk is shown by the static
structure factor profile [5]. The system size used for
production runs was chosen to be 20x20x60 f.c.c.
(for LJ, Al) or b.c.c. (Fe) unit cells (no significant
difference was found for systems sizes 12x12x60 and
36x36x60 unit cells). The potential models considered in this work are the Lennard-Jones 12-6 potential (with the cut-off at 7.0σ) and the EAM models for Al [10] and Fe [11] (potential 4). Simulation
were performed using the molecular dynamics code
LAMMPS [8]. Timestep equals 1 fs for the Al and Fe
models, and 0.004 τ for the LJ model (τ = (mσ 2 /²)
is the LJ unit of time). The Langevin thermostat relaxation time where varied in the range 1-10 ps and
no dependence of the results on this parameter was
found.
The results of the melting front velocity vf ront
calculation for the (100) free surface of the f.c.c. LJ
crystal is presented on Fig. 1. These results are compared with [2]. In [2] the authors considered a twophase model that did not contain free surfaces (i.e.
crystal/liquid-vacuum interfaces), but initially was
prepared as the adjacent liquid and crystal parts.
The crystal-liquid interface motion velocity was
studied in the smaller undercooling/superheating
region T = ±0.06². The authors distinguished two

Fig. 1. The dependence of the melting front propagation
velocity vf ront on the maintained temperature T for the LJ
crystal (100) surface. The solid line is a linear fit through
the points obtained. The dashed-dotted and dashed lines
correspond to the results from [2] for the 1 ”transient” and
2 ”steady state” regimes respectively.

stages of the crystal-liquid interface motion (1 –
transient, 2 – steady state, see Fig. 1). The results
obtained in this work are in a good agreement with
the 2 regime results. The small discrepancy of the
results is attributed to the difference in the potential cut-off distances (2.5σ in [2]).
The vf ront (T ) dependencies on temperature were
calculated for (001), (110) and (111) surface orientations of Al and Fe crystal models (shown on Fig. 2
and Fig. 3). The possibility of superheating of the
close-packed Al surface is observed as expected for
f.c.c. crystals [3]. In the case of small superheatings
T − Tm < 50 K the close-packed surface remains
stable. In order to initiate melting the surface liquid
layer has been formed artificially. In this case the
melting front propagation starts without the barrier
caused by the high close-packed surface stability.
The melting front velocity dependencies rise in a
similar way for all three surface orientations considered for Al and Fe. This fact does not agree with
the results (for several metals) that show the dependence of the kinetic coefficient µ on the surface
orientation: µ(100) > µ(110) ∼ µ(111) , where µ is the
proportionality constant vf ront = µ(T − Tm ) [6,4].
However the results presented show that the melting velocities in the [001] direction is slightly higher
than the velocities in [110] and [111] directions.
It is interesting to compare our results for Fe with
the results of [4] where a similar potential [11] (potential 2) was used. Our results do not show the difference in the kinetic coefficients for different orientations. The slope of the obtained vf ront (T ) dependence µ = 74.7 cm/s/K is ∼1.5-2 times larger than
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those obtained by Sun and coauthors. However, at
small values of superheating (T < 1810 K) the results of this work become close to those from [4].
According to the work [11] the difference between
the potential 2 and potential 4 developed in that
work are very small. Potential 4 has an advantage
over potential 2 being fitted to the experimental
structure factor of the liquid iron. Potential 4 provides more accurate values of the surface energy in
bcc iron at T = 0 K, latent heat of melting and volume change than does potential 2, although slightly
worse values for the melting temperature and the
activation energy for self-diffusion in bcc iron. The
authors [11] give the following melting temperatures
for these potentials: 2 – 1772 K; 4 – 1753 K. The
vf ront (T ) dependence obtained in this work gives
the estimate of the equilibrium melting temperature
1785 ± 5 K for potential 4.
Comparison with the BGJ theory. The BroughtonGilmer-Jackson theory was developed in order to describe the collision-limited growth kinetics of crystallization. In the limit of small undercooling ∆T
the crystallization growth rate changes as vf ront ∼
vth ∆T /T , where vth = (3kB T /m)1/2 is the thermal
velocity and ∆T = T − Tm [14]. The BGJ theory
of crystallization can be transferred to the case of
melting. On Fig. 4 the results obtained for different
systems are presented in the dimensionless variables
vf ront /vth and ∆T /T . All the dependencies have the
close values of slope (with some deviation for Al)
that is close to unity. This is the evidence that the
melting kinetics of monoatomic solids is a collisionlimited process and its rate can be estimated as
vth ∆T /T for superheatings up to ∆T /T = 0.2.

Fig. 2. Results for the (001), (110) and (111) surface orientations for f.c.c. Al. The zero values of velocities for the
(111) orientation correspond to the surface superheating, the
non-zero values at the same T correspond to the initial configuration with the liquid layer at the surface (see text).

Fig. 3. Results for b.c.c. Fe. Solid lines correspond to the
results of [4] for similar EAM model of Fe [11] (potential
2): the blue line - (001), the green line - (110), red line (111). The dotted line is the linear fit over the data obtained
(including all orientations) that gives µ = 74.7 cm/s/K.

3. Melting of mono- and polycrystalline
solids under ultrafast isochoric heating
The molecular-dynamics model for the simulation
of the bulk melting uses a cubic simulation box in
3D periodic boundary conditions. The EAM potential model for Cu [13] was used. The initial state corresponds to the equilibrated zero stress single crystal or the polycrystalline structure. The latter was
created by dividing the simulation box into a number of Voronoi polyhedra and filling them with random orientations of the f.c.c. lattice (removing the
overlapping atoms). In both cases the system was
heated using Langevin thermostat, which temperature was assigned to increase at 2.3 K/ps (see Fig. 5).
We treat two cases considered as the limiting cases

Fig. 4. The vf ront (T ) dependence in the dimensionless parameters vf ront /vth and ∆T /T . The results are given for the
(100), (110) and (111) surface orientations simultaneously.
The results for Cu (1 – [12], 2 – [5]) obtained via similar
approach. The dotted line corresponds to the slope of unity.
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that describe the polycrystalline solid with nanosized grains and large grains of (say) micrometer
size. The finite velocity of the melting front propagation from the grain boundaries can result in the
superheating of the bulk solid limited by the homogeneous nucleation near the stability boundary [12].
This effect vanishes as the grain size decreases. The
maximum achievable superheating can also depend
on the solid thermal conductivity because of heat
fluxes to the fusion region (electron thermal conductivity is not considered in this model).
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